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Conan exiles guide building

The building is one of the most important parts of the Conan Exiles. By chopping down trees for wood and mining blocks and other precious resources, you can create the requirements to build massive multi-leveled structures consisting of complex or simple snap-linked parts, from foundations to including walls, ceilings, windows, doors, columns, gates,
among many other types. Structures you build have a load system, if you build out of the reach of your foundation, you need to reinforce it to keep building, so reinforcing your buildings on the foundation is key. You can also place signs and other furniture items that you advance in levels and upgrade your Achievements. Shelter is key to reducing the
extremes of the sandstorm and providing security for yourself and to protect your stash. Band together with other players to build entire settlements to withstand violent invasions! You can rotate building supplies by scrolling up or down with the mouse wheel while in location mode. This allows you to switch through all available snap points. Basics[edit] See
also: Controls. Ownership system with foundations and buildings allows for a radius of about 100 meters requirements. If you are part of a clan with the owner of some placed foundations, you will be able to build on its foundations. If not, you will not be able to place within 100 metres of another player's foundations. Buildings when placed can not be moved,
but they can be manually destroyed and will give back some of the building requirement in elements. There is no building width limit, but there is a limit to how high you can go. Workstations can be retrieved, provided they are not damaged in any way. Walls can be placed everywhere. Walls on buildings must be connected to a foundation. You can build
fence foundations on the side of foundations to provide an additional layer of protection. Foundations will prevent the re-spawning of creatures and resources. Buildings use a support system that must be supported by columns or connected in some way to a foundation. This is called stability. You cannot add any chip that has a stability of 20 or less. You can
make a Repair Hammer with your first building. Repair hammers will show the stability of any currently placed construction piece. Equipping a Repair Hammer will also give you a chance to see the materials needed to repair the structure you are looking at. Alternatively, and if not rebound, keep tab down showing the same information. The building near a
Thrall camp will stop residents spawning. Therefore, the game prevents building too close to these camps. Building levels[edit] Buildings have 3 different levels of building materials and materials. Tier 1 Buildings - Sandstone (Stone and Wood) - Steel weapons, explosives, or bullets to destroy. Sandstone basic building can be unlocked with Apprentice Mason
recipe. Tier 2 Buildings - Stonebrick (Brick, Shaped Wood, Iron Reinforcement) - Brick buildings are not able to of weapons and requires the use of explosives or bullets to destroy. Brick building can be unlocked with Journeyman Mason recipe. Tier 3 Buildings - Reinforced Stone (Hardened Brick, Shaped Wood, Steel Reinforcements)- Steel buildings are not
able to be damaged by weapons and require the use of explosives or bullets to destroy. Unlock with the Master Mason recipe. Environmental building effects[edit] Most building materials have an inherent resistance to heat or cold and are used correctly in zones where protection is required. After choosing where to build, the following table will help you
decide on protection, and from it you decide aesthetics. You can choose to choose a building type that does not insulate from the existing effect and counteract it in another way, such as armor temperature properties,, etc, just for style. If you choose this approach, be aware that you risk out-of-the-grid temperature-related deaths. The shielded status effect
indicates that your character has some kind of coverage from weather effects, reducing the impact of hot or cold weather. Being sheltered also provides coverage from the sandstorm. Decay System[edit] To prevent the map from getting messy with buildings from players who have left the server, buildings will decay over time. Connection of more and higher
quality building materials will increase the total available maturity hours, up to a maximum of 7 days. To divide into the due timer, structural pieces must be connected. A small building (especially if T1) will not get the full 7 day hours. Try to place a single insulated foundation and check the timer. It will be very low. Keep adding foundations a few at a time and
check the timer (will take a few seconds to update). You will notice that the maximum timer gradually becomes longer. [1] Altars provide a massive boost to the maturity time (both limit and time left) on smaller buildings. Placeable units will divide the timer to a nearby structure if they are within 1 meter. [quote required] They don't have to be on the basis. Even
if the tiles were once connected and you take the connection base away, they will still share the same hours. When a player or clan member who owns a structure gets close to it, the due timer will increase up to max. When you go away or log out, the timer will start to decrease again. If you place an explosive jar on a non-owned structure or destroy part of it,
the due timer will increase the maturity timer to the maximum. Equipping a repair hammer or pressing tab will allow a player to display the remaining due time on a structure. From subtracting the current due time remaining from the maximum due time shows how recently the structure's owner has been in the area. If it is at the maximum, the player is at home!
After the due timer has passed (due will read 0:00, the state listed in the event log is called abandoned), a 24-hour validity period begin. During this time, any player can activate it and and tear to destroy the structure in 24 hours. After 24 hours, the structure will disappear. Both only happen if a player is within the render distance. Placeable devices that are
mostly under the grid lose stability and are automatically removed after a while. This can happen with large structures like Animal Pens. [2]. The validity period for single-building tiles that are close to each other but are not connected may occasionally not be triggered, unless the player re-enters rendering distance or a restart of the server is performed. This is
because the timers of the individual pieces can interfere with each other. This currently seems to be a mistake. List of all buildable structures[edit] Sandstone[edit] Smaller wheels of pain Wheel of Pain Larger Wheel of Pain Lesser Wheel of Pain Wheel of Pain Larger Wheels of Pain Larger Wheels of Pain Animal Pen Reinforced Animal Pen Armored Animal
Pen Animal Pen Reinforced Animal Pen Armored Animal Pen Armored Animal Pen Armored Animal Pen Decorative Planters[edit] Bower by Jhebbal Sag Retreat by Jhebbal Sag Grove by Jhebbal Sag Bower by Jhebbal Sag Retreat by Jhebbal Sag Grove by Jhebbal Sag Sepulcher by Set Alter of set sanctum set brazier snake idol sepulcher of set altar of
set sanctum set brazier snake idol altar by ymir blooded altar of ymir exalted altar of Ymir statue of Ymir altar of Ymir altar of Ymir altar of Ymir Ymir Blooded Altar of Ymir exalted altar by Ymir Statue of Ymir Pit of Yog Rift by Yog The Abyss of Yog Skeleton Decoration Pit by Yog Rift of Yog The Abyss of Yog Skeletal Decoration See also : Guide. Feel free
to contribute building guides to the wiki. please! To defend against, for example, explosives. Walls I Walls II Walls III Doors Ceiling Floor Foundation stacking Stairs[edit] Advanced[edit] See also: a guide (outdated) on construction and stability. Themes[edit] Gallery[edit] References[edit] Basics of building BASICSAt the levels of building materials:Tier 1 Mats
(T1M) - available during the first 10 levels. Called Sandstone. Made of stone and wood. Can be destroyed by steel weapons/ tools, hyenas, crocs, rhinos and higher. Tier 2 Mats (T2M) - available in your late teens and 20s. Made of brick (stone in forge), iron reinforcement (iron in blacksmith's bench, SLOW) and shaped wood (wood in joinery station). Can be
destroyed by explosive jars, elephants, rocknose kings, dragons and avatarsTier 3 Mats (T3M) - available in their late 20s and 30s. Endgame mats. Very time consuming to produce. Google for recipes. Can be destroyed by (tons of) explosive jars, dragons, elephants, Rocknose Kings and avatarsPlaceablesT0P - bonfires, bedrolls, torches, palisads and
some decorations. Can be destroyed by stone and some even by the fists. T1P - shrines, furnace, blacksmith, carpenter, tannery, bonfire, wooden box, boiler, armory, most decorations. Destroyed by the same as T1M. T2P - less of pain, black box. Destroyed by the same as T2M. T3P - Wheel of Pain, Bigger Wheels of Pain, Vault. Vault. just be destroyed by
explosive jars and avatars. In the case of vault, it would take 1500 to 2000 jars. Note - no matter what level a placeable is, if the foundation is broken, it will be destroyed. Going for mats too. Tools: Repair tool - the recipe comes with T1M starter kit. Can hit mats / site only to repair when the necessary resources in are in inventory. Will tell you hp, stability (see
below), resources, and clan that owns if you hover over the mat. Axe - hit (1) tree for most amounts of wood and chance for branches (2) boulders for a small worm (3) dead MOBs for meat, hide, bone, ichor, gossamer, sulfur, stone, demons blood (4) decorative heads, human meatPick - hit (1) tree for a little tree and chance of bark (2) boulders for most
amount of orke (3) dead MOBs for meat, hide, bones, ichor, gossamer, sulfur, stone, demons blood (4) decorative heads, human meatPick-Axe - combines pick and axe. Collects wood, ore, branches and bark as fast as steel axe and steel pick, but less durable. Knife - hit dead animals for most hide far. Don't give anything else. Gives nothing at all from
spiders or Rocknose. Weapons - most can be used to harvest anything. But low yield for durability lost. I use my stone or iron sword to harvest plant fiber. Hit E then swing and repeat. Levels - higher quality mats (steel &gt; iron &gt; stone) provide higher amounts up to 11xBUILDING BASICSPieces and How they interactFoundation / Pilar / Fence Foundation
- starting point. Using these starter chips correctly is the key to stability (see below). Foundations: Can place on the ground and build up with several foundations, walls, doorways, etc. Place on rock walls and sides of ruins and then build up or out. Pilars: you build up from the ground as a foundation, but you can also build down from the ceiling, but you have
to trick the game. Build a stack of pillars up from the floor until you reach the ceiling. Destroy anything but pillar of the ceiling. You can attach a floor tile to this celery and build from there. Fence Foundation: - not just to place fence pieces on. You can use these pretty much as foundations on the ground. You can then put flush on the ground and they look like
railway tracks. You can then attach walls, doors and entrance gates to them (need to check on the roof pieces). For gateways, these are useful, because when you attach a gateway to a foundation, it attaches to the center of the foundation and throws off alignment with other pieces, like walls, or just looks strange. With fence foundations you can make things
look cleaner. You can also raise foundations a fair bit above the ground to where they are almost half as high as a wall. Wall /doorway/window wall - attach vertically to foundation, pillar (?), stable roof tiles or another stable wall / etc. (fence tops work like these, but nothing can be attached on top of them). Ceiling (floor) Tiles - attach horizontally to the
foundation, pillar, stable walls / floor / etc. - attach on top or bottom to foundations, other stairs, ceilings or wallsTriangular pieces, angled ceilings, etc - - decorative and I have not played around with muchTips for Placement:(1) Mouse wheels - rotates foundations and stairs for proper placement. Rotates walls/other vertical panels along the Z-axis for
(cosmetic only) selection of visible texture. Rotates roof tiles along X/Y axes for cosmetic-looking only. Rotates squareable together X/Y axes for correct placement. (2) Shift + Mouse Wheel - moving foundation up and down along the Z-axis (3) Mouse wheel Click - adjusts the placeable to the slope of the ground. Very useful for placing bed rolls when out in
nature. (4) Finagling - usually pieces snap together as they should, but not always. Provided you attach something to another stable piece (see below), things should work as you expect. But sometimes you may have to look up and down with mice, jump, go to the third/first person, etc to get it to do what you want. Using the mouse wheel to rotate usually will
fix the failure to place the message. Often the place is on you, so move out the way. Sometimes if, say, put a wall before vienway or vice versa, it will work when it would not the other way. Yay for early access! (5) Upgrade - you do not need to demo parts of the base to upgrade from si T1M to T2M. If you don't want to change the layout, you can only
seamlessly replace a piece by putting the higher level above the lower one. Very good for when you just want to replace lower, accessible parts of the base with higher level while leaving upper sections as lower level. Also since T2M and T3M are so much more expensive than T1M, it is usually a good idea to first build a new base or section with T1M,
especially if you are experimenting, and then replace with higher tier mats. WARNING - I just learned this the hard way. If a placeable, say a large coffin, is completely on a foundation or floor piece it will spoil this space when you upgrage the foundation or floor. [EDIT: According to update notes for update 4-7-2017, this issue is fixed.] (6) Stability - as
mentioned above, foundation(s) is the start of any building. Walls / other vertical tiles starting on a foundation can go up indefinitely (I think). Going out horizontally or down (?) from a foundation is limited to 4 tiles, although I think only 3 with stair sections. For example, you can build out 4 roof tiles in the same direction from the foundation. Or, say, roof tiles,
wall, wall on top of the first wall, then another roof tile attached to the top of the second wall. Basically, a tile can accept another tile that goes away from the foundation (is stable) if the stability rating is 40% or more. Use the Repair tool to see this value. You can increase the stability of a tile by adding more structural support through multiple foundations, walls,
or columns. It's not always clear how this works. Actually just have to do trial and error. FUNNY FACTS How high can you go? I play around on a single player server, which gives me management tools. To build this means that I can spawn all the material I need, immediately. I have built a tower 150 stair sections high and I was able to fly so high into the sky
that I got bored before I hit a roof (if one exists). So, for all practical purposes, there is no limit to how high you can build. Build.
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